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Plasma parameter scaling of the error-field penetration threshold
in tokamaks a…

Richard Fitzpatrickb)
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University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712
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A previously published analytical formula for the error-field penetration threshold in rotating
tokamak plasmas is successfully benchmarked against nonlinear magnetohydrodynamical
simulations in slab geometry. Moreover, the fundamental assumption underlying the derivation of
this formula, namely, that the response of a flowing plasma to a low amplitude, quasistatic, resonant
magnetic perturbation is governed bylinear, constant-c layer physics, is verified over a wide range
of plasma parameters, which includes the parameter range relevant to Ohmic and neutral beam
injection start-up discharges in modern-day tokamaks. It is concluded that the formula in question
can be used to estimate error-field penetration thresholds in such plasmas. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1560924#

I. INTRODUCTION

Tokamak plasmas are invariably subject to small ampli-
tude, static, resonant magnetic perturbations—known as
‘‘error-fields’’—which are generated primarily by field-coil
misalignments and nonaxisymmetric coil-feeds. Such pertur-
bations can significantly degrade energy confinement by
driving magnetic reconnection~and, hence, magnetic is-
lands! in intrinsically tearing-stable plasmas. Error-field
driven reconnection is strongly suppressed by the naturally
occurring toroidal rotation in tokamak plasmas. However,
when the error-field amplitude rises above a certain critical
value, the plasma rotation is suddenly arrested, and error-
field driven reconnection proceeds unhindered—this effect is
known as error-field ‘‘penetration.’’ The scenario outlined
above has been observed experimentally in a number of
tokamaks.1–3

An analytic theory has been developed which predicts
the critical error-field amplitude above which driven recon-
nection is triggered in a rotating, tearing-stable tokamak
plasma.4–6 One disturbing aspect of this theory is that the
critical amplitude decreases rapidly with increasing machine
size, suggesting that next-step tokamaks may be hypersensi-
tive to error-fields. Since practical error-field alleviation
mechanisms in next-step devices are all extremely costly, it
is important that this theoretical scaling be tested as thor-
oughly as possible.

This paper describes a number of nonlinear, two-
dimensional, slab, resistive, viscous, magnetohydrodynami-
cal ~MHD! simulations designed to investigate the scaling of
the critical error-field amplitude with plasma parameters.
Section II outlines the basic system of equations used in
these simulations. The application of the aforementioned
analytic theory to the investigation is described in Sec. III.
The numerical simulations themselves are presented in Sec.

IV. Finally, the paper is summarized and conclusions are
drawn in Sec. V.

II. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

A. Basic equations

Standard right-handed Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z) are
adopted. It is assumed that there is no variation along the
z-axis, i.e.,]/]z[0. Consider a compressible plasma gov-
erned by equations of resistive, viscous, MHD. Let the
plasma density,r, and viscosity,m, both be uniform, and let
the resistivity,h, be a function ofx only. It follows that

B5¹∧A, ~1!

m0J5¹∧B, ~2!

2
]A

]t
2¹w1V∧B5hJ2E0 , ~3!

rF]V

]t
1~V•¹!VG52¹p1J∧B1m¹2V1F0 , ~4!

]p

]t
1V•¹p52Gp¹•V, ~5!

whereA is the vector potential,w is the scalar potential,B is
the magnetic field,V is the plasma velocity,p is the plasma
pressure,J is the current density,E0 is the ~uniform! exter-
nally driven inductive electric field,F0 is the externally ap-
plied force density, andG55/3 is the ratio of specific heats.

Let (x/a,y/a,z/a)→(x,y,z), t/(a/VA)→t, B/B0→B,
A/(B0a)→A, V/VA→V, w/(B0VAa)→w, p/(rVA

2)→p,
J/(B0 /m0a)→J, E0 /(B0VA)→E0 , F0 /(rVA

2/a)→F0 ,
h/h(0)→ĥ, h(0)/(VAam0)→h, and m/(VAar)→m,
whereVA5B0 /Am0r is the Alfvén velocity, a a convenient
scale-length, andB0 a convenient scale magnetic field-
strength.

a!Paper GI1 3, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.47, 135 ~2002!.
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Let A(x,y)5@0,0,c(x,y)#, V(x,y)5@u(x,y),v(x,y),0#,
J(x,y)5@0,0,J(x,y)#, E0(x,y)5@0,0,E0#, and F0(x,y)
5@0,F0(x),0#. It follows that

]u

]t
52u

]u

]x
2v

]u

]y
2

]p

]x
2¹2c

]c

]x
1m¹2u, ~6!

]v
]t

52u
]v
]x

2v
]v
]y

2
]p

]y
2¹2c

]c

]y
1m¹2v1F0 , ~7!

]c

]t
52u

]c

]x
2v

]c

]y
1hĥ¹2c1E0 , ~8!

]p

]t
52u

]p

]x
2v

]p

]y
2GpS ]u

]x
1

]v
]y D , ~9!

where¹2[]2/]x21]2/]y2.

B. Plasma equilibrium

Suppose that the plasma is bounded by perfectly con-
ducting walls located atx56Xw , and is periodic in the
y-direction with periodicity lengthL. The initial Harris-pinch
plasma equilibrium satisfies

u~0!~x!50, ~10!

v ~0!~x!5V0 cosS p

2

x

Xw
D , ~11!

c~0!~x!52 lnS coshx

coshXw
D 1

x22Xw
2

2 cosh2 Xw

, ~12!

p~0!~x!5
1

2 S F tanhXw2
Xw

cosh2 Xw
G 2

2F tanhx2
x

cosh2 Xw
G 2D , ~13!

ĥ~x!5cosh2 xS cosh2 Xw21

cosh2 Xw2cosh2 x
D . ~14!

Here, V0 is the ~normalized! unperturbed equilibrium flow
speed at the magnetic resonance,By

(0)50 ~i.e., at x50).
Moreover, in unnormalized units,B0 is the equilibrium field-
strength asx→`, and a is the half-width of the current
channel. Note that E052hĥd2c (0)/dx2 and F0(x)
52md2v (0)/dx2.

In the simple equilibrium described above there is no
z-directed magnetic field and zero pressure gradient~in the
x-direction! at the resonant surface~hence, pressure gradient
effects play no role in the mode dynamics!.

C. Boundary conditions

Suppose that the conducting wall atx5Xw is subject to
a smalldisplacementJ(y,t) in thex-direction. An equal and
opposite displacement is applied to the wall atx52Xw . Of
course, the displacements are periodic iny, so thatJ(L,t)
5J(0,t). The appropriately modifiedno-slipboundary con-
ditions at the walls are

u~Xw ,y!52u~2Xw ,y!5
]J

]t
, ~15!

v~Xw ,y!5v~2Xw ,y!52Fdv ~0!

dx
G

x5Xw

J, ~16!

c~Xw ,y!5c~2Xw ,y!52Fdc~0!

dx
G

x5Xw

J, ~17!

p~Xw ,y!5p~2Xw ,y!52Fdp~0!

dx
G

x5Xw

J. ~18!

Furthermore, all fields satisfyA(x,L)5A(x,0).

III. ERROR-FIELD PENETRATION THEORY

A. Asymptotic matching

Consider the response of a tearing-stable plasma to a
wall displacement of the formJ(y,t)5j(t)eiky, where k
52p/L. Here, it is assumed that the displacement ampli-
tude,j, varies on a time scale which ismuch longerthan any
plasma time scale~just like error-fields in tokamaks!.

Conventional theory divides the plasma into anouter
and aninner region, with the latter region strongly localized
in the vicinity of the magnetic resonance~i.e., x50). In the
outer region, plasma inertia, resistivity, viscosity, and com-
pressibility can all be neglected. In this limit, Eqs.~6!–~9!
reduce to the following equation:

d2c~1!

dx2
2k2c~1!2

d3c~0!/dx3

dc~0!/dx
c~1!50, ~19!

where the perturbed magnetic flux is writtendc(x,y)
5c (1)(x)eiky. In deriving the above equation, it is assumed
that the wall perturbation is relatively low amplitude~which
justifies a linear approach!, and that the plasma flow speed is
small compared to both the sound and Alfve´n speeds. The
boundary conditions at the conducting walls are written

c~1!~6Xw!52
dc~0!~Xw!

dx
j. ~20!

Moreover, from symmetry,c (1)(2x)5c (1)(x). Hence,
asymptotic matching to the inner region yields

C5
Eswj

D2Ess

, ~21!

whereEss andEsw are real numbers obtained by solving Eq.
~19! subject to the boundary conditions and symmetry con-
straints. The complex quantityC5 limx→0 c (1)(x) is the re-
connected magnetic flux~assuming a constant-c inner re-
gime! driven by the wall perturbation. The complex quantity
D parameterizes the response of the inner region to the wall
perturbation. Note thatEss is the conventional tearing stabil-
ity index ~for the wavelengthL tearing mode!.7 The plasma
is intrinsically stable~to the wavelengthL tearing mode!
provided thatEss,0.
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B. Layer physics

The main premise of the analytic theory developed in
Refs. 4–6 is that the inner response of a flowing plasma to a
static external magnetic perturbation, for the case in which
driven reconnection is strongly flow suppressed, is well de-
scribed by linear, constant-c layer physics. Now, the re-
sponse regime which is most appropriate to ohmically heated
tokamak plasmas is the so-calledviscoresistive regime,6 in
which plasma inertia and compressibility play a negligible
role. The response of a viscoresistive layer to an external
perturbation is described by the following expression:8

D5 iAk2/3

s1/3
Vm1/6h25/6. ~22!

Here,V is they-component of the equilibrium flow velocity
at the magnetic resonance~i.e., x50), whereas s
5ud2c (0)/dx2ux50 , andA562/3pG(5/6)/G(1/6)52.104.

The viscoresistive regime holes in the high viscosity
limit, m@h, provided8

V!
h2/3

m1/3
. ~23!

Likewise, the viscoresistive regime holds in the low viscosity
limit, m!h, provided8

V!
m2/3

h1/3
. ~24!

The neglect of plasma compressibility in the layer is justified
as long asV remains well below the velocity of sound.

C. Force balance

The nety-directed electromagnetic force exerted on the
inner region~zero net force is exerted on the outer region! by
the wall perturbation is written4–6

FyEM52
k

2
uCu2 Im~D!. ~25!

The nety-directed viscous restoring force acting on the inner
region takes the form,4–6

FyVS5
2m

Xw

~V02V!. ~26!

In deriving the above expression, it is assumed that the
plasma is in aquasi-steady-state~since the wall perturbation
varies very slowly in time!. Of course, in aquasi-steady-
state the total y-directed force acting on the inner region
must be zero, i.e.,FyEM1FyVS50. Note that the (V•¹)V
force is assumed to be negligible compared to the electro-
magnetic and viscous forces.

Equations~21!, ~22!, ~25!, and ~26! ~plus the force bal-
ance requirement! yield

4S 12
V

V0
D V

V0

5
~V/V0!2

~V/V0!21a2 S uju

jc
D 2

, ~27!

where

jc5
AA

~sk!1/6EswAXw

V0m7/12h25/12, ~28!

and

1

a
5

A
uEssu

k2/3

s1/3
V0m1/6h25/6. ~29!

Furthermore, Eq.~21! gives

uCu

C full

5
a

A~V/V0!21a2
, ~30!

whereC full5Eswuju/uEssu is the driven reconnected flux in
the absence of a plasma flow.

According to Eqs.~27! and ~30!, when the parametera
is much less than unity~which is always the case in tokamak
plasmas!, externally driven reconnection is strongly flow
suppressed~i.e., uCu!C full) provided the perturbation am-
plitude, uju, remains below the critical value,jc . In fact, in
this situation,

V

V0

.
11A12~ uju/jc!

2

2
, ~31!

uCu

C full

.
2a

11A12~ uju/jc!
2

. ~32!

However, as soon as the perturbation amplitude rises above
the critical value, the flow suppressed state ceases to exist,
and the system make a transition to a state in which the
plasma flow at the magnetic resonance is arrested~i.e., V
→0), and driven reconnection proceeds unhindered~i.e.,
uCu→C full). Note that the perturbation amplitude must be
reduced well below the critical amplitude before the reverse
transition is triggered.~See Ref. 6 for more details regarding
these transitions.!

Expression~28! ~which is easily generalized to cylindri-
cal geometry! is widely used to estimate the maximum tol-
erable error-field amplitude in tokamaks~if error-field driven
reconnection problems are to be avoided!. The aim of this
paper is to benchmark Eq.~28! against the results of nonlin-
ear MHD simulations.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Introduction

Equations~6!–~9!, plus the initial equilibrium~10!–~14!
and the boundary conditions~15!–~18!, have been imple-
mented numerically in a finite-difference code which is
second-order in space and first-order in time. The code
makes use of the well-known semi-implicit algorithm of
Harned and Schnack9 in order to circumvent the highly re-
strictive Courant–Freidrichs–Lewy condition on the Alfve´n
wave. The computational grid is uniform in they-direction.
However, in thex-direction the grid points are more closely
packed in the vicinity of the magnetic resonance, in order to
help resolve the reconnecting layer. All the simulations dis-
cussed in this paper employ a uniform time step of 0.5 nor-
malized time units, as well as a 128364 computational grid.

1784 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 2003 Richard Fitzpatrick
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B. Example calculation

Figures 1–3 show data obtained from a nonlinear simu-
lation performed with the following plasma parameters:Xw

52.5, L55, V05131022, m5131022, and h51
31024. For these parameters, it can be demonstrated that
k51.257, s50.9734, Ess520.8939, Esw50.3539, a
53.61631022, andjc57.92831022.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the amplitude of the wall
perturbation is rampedlinearly from zero over 106 normal-
ized time-units~as is the case in all of the simulations dis-
cussed in this paper!. This variation time scale is much
longer than any plasma time scale; hence, it is reasonable to
suppose that the plasma remains in a quasi-steady-state in the
presence of the perturbation, as was assumed in the previous
theoretical discussion.

Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate that when the perturbation
amplitude lies well below the critical value~i.e., uju!jc),
the plasma flow is unaffected~i.e., V5V0), and the recon-

nected flux takes the strongly flow suppressed valueaC full .
As uju approachesjc , the equilibrium flow velocity at the
magnetic resonance gradually slows down, and there is a
simultaneous gradual rise in the reconnected flux. However,
as soon as the critical perturbation amplitude is exceeded,
there is a sudden collapse in the plasma flow at the magnetic
resonance, accompanied by a very substantial, and equally
sudden, rise in the reconnected flux. The behavior shown in
Figs. 1–3 is in very good agreement with the theory outlined
in Sec. III ~note, in particular, that the theory accurately pre-
dicts the values ofjc and the flow suppressed reconnected
flux!, and is also similar to that observed experimentally.2

C. Scans of major plasma parameters

The scans of major plasma parameters reported in this
paper are performed at constant~theoretical! jc anda. This
is possible as long ash}V0 and m}1/V0 . Figure 4 shows
the scan trajectories throughm–h space. Note that a very
wide range ofm and h values is covered. It is helpful to
defineP5m/h and Q5V0 /h1/3. The viscoresistive regime
extends over the domainsQ!P21/3 for P@1, andQ!P1/3

for P!1 ~see Sec. III!. Figure 5 shows the scan trajectories
through Q–P space, indicating the boundaries of the vis-
coresistive regime. It can be seen that the scans make a fairly
thorough exploration of the experimentally relevant high-
flow limit of the viscoresistive regime. The parameter scans
are performed with the following auxiliary plasma param-
eters:Xw52.5 andL55.

Figure 6 shows the numerically determined critical per-
turbation amplitude,jc ~actually, the perturbation amplitude
at which V50.1V0) vs the unperturbed plasma flow speed,
V0 , for the various scans described above. Also shown are
the theoreticaljc values. It can be seen that, althoughV0 is
varied by about three orders of magnitude during each scan,
the numerically determinedjc value remains approximately
constant, in accordance with theory@i.e., since expression
~28! is invariant withV0 if h}V0 andm}1/V0]. Moreover,

FIG. 1. The amplitude,uju, of the wall displacement vs time for a nonlinear
simulation performed withXw52.5,L55, V05131022, m5131022, and
h5131024. The horizontal dotted line indicates the value ofjc .

FIG. 2. The nety-directed plasma flow velocity,V, at the magnetic reso-
nance~normalized with respect to its unperturbed value,V0) vs time for a
nonlinear simulation performed withXw52.5, L55, V05131022, m51
31022, and h5131024. The vertical dotted line indicates the time at
which uju5jc .

FIG. 3. The magnitude of the reconnected magnetic flux,uCu, ~normalized
with respect to the expected flux,aC full , in the fully flow suppressed case!
vs time for a nonlinear simulation performed withXw52.5, L55, V051
31022, m5131022, andh5131024. The vertical dotted line indicates
the time at whichuju5jc .
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the numerical determinedjc values are in extremely good
agreement with the corresponding theoretical values. Hence,
the data presented in Fig. 6 effectively validate theV0 , m,
andh scalings of the error-field penetration formula,~28!.

Note, from Fig. 6, that there is a small deviation between
the numerically determined and theoretical critical perturba-
tion amplitudes at largeV0 . As can be seen from Fig. 5, this
deviation occurs because at largeV0 the various scans ap-
proach the lower boundary of the viscoresistive regime in
Q–P space. Of course, the theoretical formula~28! is only
valid well within the viscoresistive regime. Any deviation
between the numerical and theoretical critical perturbation
amplitudes at lowV0 is caused by the reconnection time
scale increasing to such an extent that the plasma response to
the external perturbation is no longer quasi-steady-state. Fi-

nally, the deviation between the numerical and theoretical
critical perturbation amplitudes evident in the lowjc scans in
Fig. 6 ~which are also lowh andm scans! is due to spatial
resolution problems caused by the narrowness of the recon-
necting layer.

D. Scans of auxiliary plasma parameters

The dependence of the error-field penetration formula,
~28!, on the auxiliary plasma parametersXw and L is ren-
dered nontrivial by the presence of theEsw factor. The value
of Esw is obtained by solving Eq.~19!, subject to the bound-
ary condition~20!, and possesses no simple analytic depen-
dence onXw andL.

Figure 7 details the dependence of the numerically de-

FIG. 4. Scan trajectories throughm–h space. The open triangular points
correspond tom59.76631028/V0 and h52.50031023V0 . The solid tri-
angular points correspond tom57.41831027/V0 andh53.75031023V0 .
The open square points correspond tom53.12531026/V0 and h55.000
31023V0 . The solid square points correspond tom52.37331025/V0 and
h57.50031023/V0 . The open round points correspond tom51.000
31024/V0 and h51.00031022V0 . The auxiliary plasma parameters are
Xw52.5 andL55.

FIG. 5. Scan trajectories throughQ–P space. The dashed lines indicate the
right and lower boundaries of the viscoresistive regime. The key for the
different scans is the same as in Fig. 4. The auxiliary plasma parameters are
Xw52.5 andL55.

FIG. 6. The numerically determined critical perturbation amplitude,jc , vs
the unperturbed plasma flow speed,V0 . The dotted horizontal lines indicate
the corresponding theoreticaljc values. The key for the different scans is the
same as in Fig. 4. The auxiliary plasma parameters areXw52.5 andL55.

FIG. 7. The numerically determined critical perturbation amplitude,jc , vs
the unperturbed plasma flow speed,V0 . The dotted horizontal lines indicate
the corresponding theoreticaljc values. All scans are performed withm
53.12531026/V0 , h55.00031023V0 , and L55. The open triangular
points correspond toXw51.5. The solid triangular points correspond to
Xw52.0. The open square points correspond toXw52.5. The solid square
points correspond toXw53.0. The open circular points correspond toXw

53.5.
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termined critical perturbation amplitude,jc , on the conduct-
ing wall position, Xw . Also shown are the theoreticaljc

values. It can be seen that there is excellent agreement be-
tween the numerical and theoreticaljc values.

Figure 8 details the dependence of the numerically de-
termined critical perturbation amplitude,jc , on the plasma
periodicity length,L. Also shown are the theoreticaljc val-
ues. Again, it can be seen that there is excellent agreement
between the numerical and theoreticaljc values.

The data presented in Figs. 7 and 8 effectively validate
the Xw andL scalings of the error-field penetration formula,
~28!.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The error-field penetration formula,~28!, has been suc-
cessfully benchmarked against nonlinear MHD simulations
in slab geometry. Furthermore, the fundamental assumption
underlying the derivation of Eq.~28!—namely, that the re-
sponse of a flowing plasma to a low amplitude, quasistatic,
resonant magnetic perturbation is governed bylinear,
constant-c layer physics—has been verified over a wide
range of plasma parameters, which includes the parameter
range relevant to ohmic and neutral beam injection~NBI!
start-up discharges in modern-day tokamaks. Hence, formula
~28! can be used to estimate error-field penetration thresholds
in such plasmas.

Error-field penetration was first investigated numerically

by Parker.11,12 The results reported in Refs. 11 and 12 are
broadly consistent~but far less conclusive! with those de-
scribed here.

Equation ~28! is easily generalized to cylindrical
geometry.4–6 In large aspect-ratio toroidal geometry, poloidal
flow damping effects cause the plasma to only response to
the relatively small toroidal component of the error-field
locking torque. This effect~which is perfectly calculable!
gives rise to a substantial increase in the critical error-field
amplitude required to trigger driven magnetic
reconnection.4–6 Toroidal coupling effects~which are also
calculable! can also significantly modify the critical error-
field amplitude, especially in highly shaped discharges.10

In plasmas which are rapidly rotating, due to unbalanced
NBI, the constant-c approximation breaks down in the re-
connecting layer6 @the criterion for the breakdown of the
constant-c approximation is given in Eq.~23!#. Hence, the
response of such plasmas to quasi-static, resonant magnetic
perturbation is not governed by Eq.~28!. Large tokamaks
subject to intense auxiliary heating tend to become effec-
tively collisionless. It follows that the collisional formula,
~28!, does not apply to such plasmas either. Error-field pen-
etration in both strongly rotating and collisionless plasmas
will be the subject of future investigations.
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